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The Justice League, led by Batman, must rebuild as they prepare to take on the new threat of the war that Ocean Master has unleashed. Will the team be able to unite and find peace in the face of threats to their lives, and to Earth? Mikaela takes a look at Justice
League: Throne of Atlantis, the newest DC Comics animated feature! With the recent history of the DCU, it doesn't take long for Aquaman to step up to the plate and save the day. Can he? Though this Warner Bros. film isn't quite the blockbuster hit that Batman v.

Superman was, Justice League is essentially a better film anyway. Unlike its big-budget competitor, this piece is a lighter, more martial but also far more enjoyable and fun affair. This is an animated film that never gets so heavy handed, or pretentious, that it detracts
from the fun of the action. It's a good, solid superhero sequel that puts a fresh spin on the formula without being too wacky or strange, which is all it really needed to be. The final confrontation between Lex Luthor (the younger) and the Green Lantern Corps in Justice

League was easily the best moment in a DC movie that had a lot of really good moments overall, and though there were a few issues with it here, the central concept of the sequence itself is still really strong. The finale is definitely one of the more humorous moments
in Justice League, though, as well as one of the few that manages to end on a slight note of hope for the characters. Justice League: Throne of Atlantis (2015) is a more fun, lighter and far more entertaining DC Universe movie than Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice

(2016). Batman v. Superman was so serious and so over the top that it seemed like the two films were from completely different planets, and the two are more closely connected through the shared DC Universe than the shared CURRENT Marvel Universe. JL:T2 is a
straightforward, happy superhero adventure that actually has some interesting twists on its standard formula, and the central concept of these films, regardless of how much space it takes up, is that we are all in the same world, and superheroes do matter. 7.5/10
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